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WABO TCD VOTING RECOMMENDATIONS  
Group B Cycle for the 2024 I-Codes  

 
For those who want to begin review of the code changes for the upcoming Online Governmental Consensus Vote 
(OGCV) for the Group B cycle, here are the WABO Technical Code Development Committee recommendations.  
The suggestions contained in this voting guide are the opinions of the WABO Technical Code Development 
Committee members who attended the TCD meetings and ICC hearings, and are being provided to you as 
recommendations only—“vote your conscience.”  These are items TCD identified as being significant, but there 
are many other items that will be on the OGCV ballot.  We strongly encourage readers of this document to read 
the proposals, public comments, and reason statements, as well as listen to the testimony at the hearings to 
inform your voting.  All this information is (or will be) available via cdpACCESS.   
 
Eligible voters can cast votes at https://www.cdpaccess.com.  The OGCV is expected to start approximately 
October 3, and will close two weeks after opening.  Detailed rules about voting procedures and code development 
are found in ICC Council Policy #28 (CP 28). 
 
 
Key abbreviations/acronyms in the voting guide:  
 

Organizations: 
AWC          =   American Wood Council 
ACI        =   American Concrete Institute 
ATC          =   Applied Technology Council 

 
Votes & Comments:  

AS       = Approve as submitted  
AM       = Approve as modified (by the code development committee)  
AMPC       = Approve as modified by the public comment(s)  
D       = Disapprove  
PC       = Public Comment  
PCH       = Public Comment Hearings 

 

Priority:  

H    =   High priority  
M   =   Medium priority   
L     =   Low priority 

 
Tips on working with cdpACCESS and this voting guide: 
 
• When you first log in to cdpACCESS, you will be asked to electronically sign a code of ethics agreement.  You’ll 

be asked to enter your name, state, and Governmental Member name (i.e., your jurisdiction). 
• When you are in cdpACCESS, there should be a link on the bottom right of the page to help on the voting 

process. 
• The priority shown on the voting guide was determined by TCD.  If you do not have time to vote on all the 

items, we ask that you at least vote on those that are labeled as High priority (green cells in the TCD Priority 
column). 

  

https://www.cdpaccess.com/
https://www.google.com/url?client=internal-element-cse&cx=011680485502119705034:96joabtwwby&q=https://www.iccsafe.org/wp-content/uploads/CP28-05.pdf&sa=U&ved=2ahUKEwjqgqmm16LzAhXTi54KHbt4A6YQFnoECAAQAg&usg=AOvVaw2Ix6d8rxtQrFaEpyucgHbm
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• If you use the search function in cdpACCESS to search for a particular Agenda Number, in previous cycles, the 

search would not work unless you entered the entire Agenda Number (e.g., RB153-22, not just RB153).  That 
may have been fixed for this cycle, but we won’t know until the OGCV ballot is released. 

• Unfortunately, we do not know how the OGCV ballot will be arranged until the ballot is released.  It could be 
arranged strictly in order of the code change proposal number (Agenda Number), or it could be grouped by 
the code development committee that heard the item.  To accommodate either arrangement, this voting 
guide has the agenda items listed both ways.  On Pages 1-6 of this voting guide, items are sorted by committee, 
then in order of priority and then by Agenda Number.  Pages 7-11 list the items by the Agenda Number. 

 
If you have questions on the voting process, contact any of the following:  

Micah Chappell  (micah.chappell@seattle.gov)  
Jon Siu   (jonsiuconsulting@gmail.com)  
Ray Allshouse   (rallshouse@shorelinewa.gov)  
ICC staff   (cdpACCESS@iccsafe.org)  
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

ADM13-22 
Pt I

Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM13-22 
Pt II

Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases. AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM14-22 Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM18-22 Authority of Fire Code Official D M Proposal allows for pre-planning of policies, etc. in advance of a natural disaster.  TCD opposes because: 1) the authority is 
limited only to the fire code official (similar changes were not proposed for the other codes); 2) The language is too open-
ended, allowing the fire code official unlimited authority to make changes--can be read to include building code items.  AM 
will take a simple majority vote to pass.
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(EXISTING BUILDINGS (IEBC))
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

EB24-22 Accessible means of egress (AMOE) for 
additions

AMPC H Proposal specifies an AMOE must be provided from additions, if triggered by IBC 1009.1.  Modifcation approved at PCH was 
submitted by TCD, and clarifies when an AMOE needs to be provided in the existing portion of the building.  AMPC will take 
a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB25-22 Toilet room/drinking fountain 
accessibility upgrade trigger

AMPC H This proposal was submitted by TCD, and clarifes a common interpretation that toilet rooms and drinking fountains serving 
areas of primary function must be upgraded in alterations (subject to the 20% cap).  Building officials have been inconsistent 
in their interpretation of the current language.  The modification was also submitted by TCD, and is a minor change to make 
the terminology more constent with other parts of the code.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB33-22 Combustible exterior wall coverings on 
high rise buildings

D H Proposal prohibits combustible wall coverings from being "added" to unsprinklered high rise buildings.  TCD opposes 
because: 1) The language could be interpreted as prohibiting repair or replacement in-kind of existing wall coverings.  2) 
Sprinklers (on the interior) are immaterial in preventing spread of exterior wall fires.  3) The proposal is essentially a 
retroactive sprinkler requirement. 4) The 15% of wall is unenforceable over time, unless tracked very closely.  AS will take a 
simple majority vote to pass.

EB34-22 Separation between ADU & main 
dwelling

D H Proposal would require a 1-hour separation between an ADU and the main building, with exceptions for sprinklers, 
extension through an attic, and if one unit is owner-occupied.  TCD opposes because: 1) It treats ADUs as a different kind of 
unit, rather than as a dwelling unit.  2) Owner-occupancy is unenforceable.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB46-22 New occupiable roof on an existing 
building (addition)

AS H Proposal clarifies that adding an occupiable roof to an existing building constitutes an addition, and if it is more than 75 feet 
above lowest fire department vehicle access, high rise provisions in IBC 403 are triggered.  TCD supports because: 1) It 
makes the IEBC consistent with the IBC. 2) It is better than related proposal EB94-22. 3) It creates a location for a 2024 
WSBC amendment to exempt small occupiable roofs.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB50-22 Additions in flood hazard areas (where 
not a substantial improvement)

AMPC H Proposal clarifies requirements for additions in flood hazard areas.  The TCD-submitted modification clarifies the "do no 
harm" language.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB94-22 New occupiable roof on an existing 
building (change of occupancy)

D H Proposal would call adding an occupiable roof a change of occupancy, which then means the occupiable roof must meet 
new code. TCD opposes because it would conflict with EB46-22, which calls it an addition.  AM will take a simple majority 
vote to pass.

EB11-22 Inspections of gas appliances for 
triggered envelope modifications

D M Would require inspections of gas appliances for certain envelope modifications.  TCD opposes since the triggers are too 
onerous and unclear--it could be interpreted that the inspection would be required if one window were replaced.  AS will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB48-22 Creation/extension of non-conformity, 
re additions

AS M Proposal states that additions cannot create or extend non-conformities in the existing building.  Exception allows supports 
for non-critical systems to remain.  TCD supports because it makes additions consistent with alterations ("do no harm").  AS 
will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB116-22 Temporary emergency structures & 
emergency uses

AMPC M Proposal, with modifications made by the IEBC Committee, creates a new appendix for temporary emergency uses, such as 
field hospitals or emergency shelters.  The modification makes mostly editorial changes in response to comments.  TCD 
supports because the optional appendix will give guidance to building officials.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB45-22 Stair/elevator shaft additions don't 
count toward floor area

AMPC L Proposal (with modification) allows stair and elevator shafts being added to a building to not count toward floor area; 
exempts infilling of floor openings from counting as increased area for purpose of sprinkler areas.  Other floor openings can 
be infilled without consequences.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

EB39-22 ACI 562 for concrete repairs AMPC H Proposal allows use of ACI 562 for concrete repairs, as long as the repairs are not related to seismic forces.  TCD submitted 
the modifcation to remove problematic "deemed to comply" language, and will bring the IEBC in line with the WA State 
amendments to the 2021 IEBC.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB47-22 Risk category determination for 
additions

AMPC H Proposal lays out the process and requirements for determining the risk category of buildings with additions.  If the risk 
category is increased, more upgrades are triggered.  TCD submitted the modification to clarify the baseline being used to 
measure whether the risk category of the addition or the building is an increase.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB70-22 Non-ductile systems in voluntary seismic 
improvements

AS H TCD proposal to allow use of non-ductile systems in voluntary seismic retrofits.  Recognizes that current code requirements 
don't clearly allow them, where they make sense.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB76-22 Higher risk category triggers tsunami 
design

D H Proposal would trigger design for tsunami loads, if the tsunami risk category increases.  TCD does not oppose the concept, 
but opposes the proposal because the language is very flawed, and could be read to trigger tsunami design provisions for 
buildings in a tsunami hazard zone being changed to a Tsunami Risk Category II (tsunami design only applies to Tsunami Risk 
Category III and IV buildings).  See the Committee Reason statement for more details.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to 
pass.

S74-22 Risk Category RC IV for l-2 occupancies D H Proposal would place all buildings with I-2 occupancies a Risk Category IV.  TCD opposes because this would include small I-
2, Condition 1 occupanices (nursing and medical care, such as nursing homes & foster care facilities) that are currently RC II, 
and other I-2 occupancies that are currently RC III.  AS will take a simple majority to pass.

S81-22 Risk category for PV panel systems & 
elevated PV support structures

AMPC H Proposal defines risk categories for PV systems.  Most PV systems will be Risk Category II, but many could qualify as RC I.  
TCD supported the modifications made at the PCH, which clarified that PV panels serving only R-3 buildings qualify as RC I, 
and specified that elevated PV panels above emergency vehicle parking must be designed for RC IV.  AMPC will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

S116-22 Loads on temporary structures AMPC H Proposal defines loading and procedures for temporary buildings, particularly "public-occupancy temporary structures," 
allowing them to remain for up to 12 months (presumably, renewable).  TCD submitted the modifications which clarified 
many of the provisions in the original proposal, most importantly, putting the responsibility for ongoing (post-CofO) 
maintenance inspections and reports on a "qualified person," rather than the building official. Other modifications made for 
clarity.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

S212-22 AWC Fire Design Specification for mass 
timber connection protection (Type IV-
A, -B, -C)

AS H Proposal refers to new AWC Fire Design Specification for design of protection of Type IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C mass timber 
connections.  TCD supports because it replaces a previous "less-official" technical report (AWC TR-10).  AS will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

EB64-22 5 psf/10% dead load exemption for PV, 
including ballast.

AM M Proposal allows roof-mounted PV panel systems to be exempt from the lateral load upgrade trigger, if they weigh less than 5 
psf and less than 10% of the overall roof dead load.  TCD supports this as a reasonable break for roof-mounted PV.  It's 
generally consistent with where the WA State codes are headed in the 2021 WSRC and WSEBC.  AM will take a simple 
majority to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

S137-22 Statement of special inspections for 
deferred submittals

AMPC M Proposal adds an item to require any required special inspections for deferred submittals to be identified on the statement 
of special inpsections.  TCD supports as a reasonable requirement, since deferred submittals can require additional special 
inspections.  Egress stairs  and exterior cladding  sytems are example defered submittals  which could require special 
inspections for erection and fastening.  These are sometimes missed because they are not part of the primary structure.  
AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

S224-22 Cutting/notching/boring in wood 
members

AS M Consolidates cutting/notching/boring provisions for wood members into IBC 2308 (conventional construction) and points 
other codes to it, rather than reproducing them in each code.  TCD supports because it will make future maintenance easier 
(only update one place), and doesn't allow the other codes (IPC, IMC, IFGC) to change the provisions.  AS will take a simple 
majority to pass.

G2-22 Life safety components upgrades for 
higher risk category

D L Proposal would require upgrades to life safety systems, designated seismic systems, emergency power systems, or 
emergency and egress lighting systems that are shared between portions of buildings that are in different risk categories.  
TCD opposes because of potential unintended consequences. For example, "life safety systems" would include a fire door in 
a shared fire wall, which would then trigger the entire building to be designed to the higher risk category.  AMPC will take a 
2/3 majority vote to pass.

S227-22 Hurricane clip design load AM L Proposal updates loads and tables used to determine roof uplift connectors ("hurricane clips").  TCD supports because it 
updates the terminology to correspond with other parts of the code.  The current roof to wall connection wind uplift load 
table is based on allowable stress design using ASCE7-10, which is outdated. Proposal updates the load table to strength 
based design with ASCE 7.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

RB7-22 Existing buildings provisions in the IRC AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to adopt uniform existing building provisions in the IRC, that are also aligned with the philosphy 
of the IEBC.  In conjunction with the FEMA/ATC Seismic Code Support Committee, TCD submitted modifications at the PCH 
to update Appendix AJ as a first step in moving toward a chapter in the IRC devoted to existing building provisions.  The 
most significant updates are to use terminology that is familiar to code users (additions, alterations, repair), and add 
reasonable breaks to new construction code provisions.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB36-22 Wind limitations reformat D H Proposal reformats wind load limitations and engineered wind design triggers in the IRC, and adds more exceptions for 
seismic design, exterior wall coverings, and decks.  TCD opposes because the new format and the new exceptions are 
confusing, and could lead to broader exemptions from wind design than intended. Although this proposal addresses 
openings and roofing that are not addressed currently, the language of the proposal leaves the door open for designers to 
not comply with other provisions of the code that would address lateral/shear wall requirements for high wind speeds.  AS 
will take a 2/3 majority to pass.

RB48-22 Protection of townhouse units at 
reentrant corners, etc.

AMPC H Proposal, with modifications made at the PCH, specifies fire separation distances are to be measured to lot lines between 
townhouses, where the lot lines exist.  If there are no lot lines, fire separation distances are measured to imaginary lot lines.  
TCD testified in support at the PCH, because this will provide a necessary code path to require protection to prevent spread 
of fires between townhouse units.  It is also consistent with past attempts by TCD and individual WA jurisdictions to address 
the similar issue in the IBC.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB61-22 Two-family dwellings separations AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to reformat the section on two-family dwelling (duplex) unit separations. The modification 
approved at the PCH addresses continuity of the separation. RB63-22 is a competing proposal, but TCD prefers RB61 over 
RB63.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB63-22 Two-family dwellings separations (incl. 
stacked duplexes)

D H Proposal adds requirements for fire rated separations between duplex units.  TCD opposes because: 1) it competes with 
TCD's proposal, RB61-22.  2) It adds a requirement for a rated separation between unsprinklered, vertically stacked duplex 
units with interconnected smoke alarms.  TCD does not believe the requirement has been demonstrated to be necessary, 
and interconnected smoke alarms between separate units are a potential problem for false alarms.  AMPC will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

RB64-22 Separations between dwelling units and 
common use areas in two-family 
dwellings

AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to require separations between shared/common accessory space (for example, a shared 
laundry facility) and duplex units.  The separations are based on requirements for garages.  TCD submitted one of the 
modifications approved at the PCH, to clarify the proposal.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB150-22 Elevated PV structures AMPC H Proposal adds definitions for elevated PV support structures and aligns the IRC with requirements for elevated PV placed 
into the IBC in last year's Group A.  TCD submitted the modification approved at the PCH to clarify that for story and fire 
separation distance purposes, elevated PV will be treated as a roof.  It is important to recognize that if elevated PV is placed 
on top of a building, it creates a story--if it is placed near a property line, fire separation distances need to be dealt with.  
AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

RB153-22 Sleeping lofts AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to introduce "sleeping lofts" into the IRC.  The requirements are aligned with the sleeping loft 
appendix approved for the IBC in last year's Group A cycle.  TCD submitted the modifications approved at the PCH to clarify 
the proposal, and add a requirement for an emergency escape and rescue opening to be located in the room to which the 
sleeping loft opens.  This proposal is a step in the direction of the "loft" provisions in the 2021 WSBC and WSRC.  AMPC will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB162-22 Structural provisions for alterations AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates structural provisions for alterations in Appendix AJ 
of the IRC.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic 
Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB163-22 Structural provisions for additions AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates structural provisions for additions in Appendix AJ of 
the IRC.  It differentiates between horizontal and vertical additions.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, 
in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address 
structural provisions. AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB206-22 Bracing for URM parapets AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds a requirement to address URM parapets in Appendix AJ of 
the IRC. TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic 
Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  It also aligns with TCD's and WABO's 
philosophy of improving safety of URM buildings. AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB297-22 General structural provisions for existing 
buildings

AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates the general structural provisions for existing 
buildings in Appendix AJ of the IRC.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration 
with FEMA/ATC's Seismic Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  AMPC will take a 
2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB24-22 Stair, ramp, and door landings D M Proposal adds definitions for landings--one for landings at stairs and ramps, another for landings at doors.  Similar to RB25-
22.  TCD opposes because the definitions are unnecessary. AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB25-22 Stair, ramp, and door landings D M Proposal adds a definitions for landings.  Similar to RB24-22.  TCD opposes because the definition is unnecessary.  AS will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB44-22 Deflection criteria for handrails and 
guards

AS L Proposal excludes handrails and guards from deflection criteria.  TCD supports because we agree the deflection criteria in 
the code are related to loads other than handrails and guards--usually gravity loads--and that strength-related criteria are 
most important.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

RB62-22 Two-family dwelling unit fire separation 
continuity

D L Proposal tries to address continuity of separations between duplex units.  TCD opposes because the issue was taken care of 
in the modification to RB61-22.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

ADM13-22 
Pt I

Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM13-22 
Pt II

Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases. AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM14-22 Duties and authority of the building 
official, with focus on approval of AMMs

D H Proposal substantially re-writes Chapter 1, with regard to the authority and duties of the code officials (carries through all 
the codes).  TCD opposes because the proposal does not give the building official enough flexibility to exercise judgment in 
many cases.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.

ADM18-22 Authority of Fire Code Official D M Proposal allows for pre-planning of policies, etc. in advance of a natural disaster.  TCD opposes because: 1) the authority is 
limited only to the fire code official (similar changes were not proposed for the other codes); 2) The language is too open-
ended, allowing the fire code official unlimited authority to make changes--can be read to include building code items.  AM 
will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB11-22 Inspections of gas appliances for 
triggered envelope modifications

D M Would require inspections of gas appliances for certain envelope modifications.  TCD opposes since the triggers are too 
onerous and unclear--it could be interpreted that the inspection would be required if one window were replaced.  AS will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB24-22 Accessible means of egress (AMOE) for 
additions

AMPC H Proposal specifies an AMOE must be provided from additions, if triggered by IBC 1009.1.  Modifcation approved at PCH was 
submitted by TCD, and clarifies when an AMOE needs to be provided in the existing portion of the building.  AMPC will take 
a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB25-22 Toilet room/drinking fountain 
accessibility upgrade trigger

AMPC H This proposal was submitted by TCD, and clarifes a common interpretation that toilet rooms and drinking fountains serving 
areas of primary function must be upgraded in alterations (subject to the 20% cap).  Building officials have been inconsistent 
in their interpretation of the current language.  The modification was also submitted by TCD, and is a minor change to make 
the terminology more constent with other parts of the code.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB33-22 Combustible exterior wall coverings on 
high rise buildings

D H Proposal prohibits combustible wall coverings from being "added" to unsprinklered high rise buildings.  TCD opposes 
because: 1) The language could be interpreted as prohibiting repair or replacement in-kind of existing wall coverings.  2) 
Sprinklers (on the interior) are immaterial in preventing spread of exterior wall fires.  3) The proposal is essentially a 
retroactive sprinkler requirement. 4) The 15% of wall is unenforceable over time, unless tracked very closely.  AS will take a 
simple majority vote to pass.

EB34-22 Separation between ADU & main 
dwelling

D H Proposal would require a 1-hour separation between an ADU and the main building, with exceptions for sprinklers, 
extension through an attic, and if one unit is owner-occupied.  TCD opposes because: 1) It treats ADUs as a different kind of 
unit, rather than as a dwelling unit.  2) Owner-occupancy is unenforceable.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB39-22 ACI 562 for concrete repairs AMPC H Proposal allows use of ACI 562 for concrete repairs, as long as the repairs are not related to seismic forces.  TCD submitted 
the modifcation to remove problematic "deemed to comply" language, and will bring the IEBC in line with the WA State 
amendments to the 2021 IEBC.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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TCD RATIONALE/ANALYSIS

EB45-22 Stair/elevator shaft additions don't 
count toward floor area

AMPC L Proposal (with modification) allows stair and elevator shafts being added to a building to not count toward floor area; 
exempts infilling of floor openings from counting as increased area for purpose of sprinkler areas.  Other floor openings can 
be infilled without consequences.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB46-22 New occupiable roof on an existing 
building (addition)

AS H Proposal clarifies that adding an occupiable roof to an existing building constitutes an addition, and if it is more than 75 feet 
above lowest fire department vehicle access, high rise provisions in IBC 403 are triggered.  TCD supports because: 1) It 
makes the IEBC consistent with the IBC. 2) It is better than related proposal EB94-22. 3) It creates a location for a 2024 
WSBC amendment to exempt small occupiable roofs.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB47-22 Risk category determination for 
additions

AMPC H Proposal lays out the process and requirements for determining the risk category of buildings with additions.  If the risk 
category is increased, more upgrades are triggered.  TCD submitted the modification to clarify the baseline being used to 
measure whether the risk category of the addition or the building is an increase.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB48-22 Creation/extension of non-conformity, 
re additions

AS M Proposal states that additions cannot create or extend non-conformities in the existing building.  Exception allows supports 
for non-critical systems to remain.  TCD supports because it makes additions consistent with alterations ("do no harm").  AS 
will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB50-22 Additions in flood hazard areas (where 
not a substantial improvement)

AMPC H Proposal clarifies requirements for additions in flood hazard areas.  The TCD-submitted modification clarifies the "do no 
harm" language.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

EB64-22 5 psf/10% dead load exemption for PV, 
including ballast.

AM M Proposal allows roof-mounted PV panel systems to be exempt from the lateral load upgrade trigger, if they weigh less than 5 
psf and less than 10% of the overall roof dead load.  TCD supports this as a reasonable break for roof-mounted PV.  It's 
generally consistent with where the WA State codes are headed in the 2021 WSRC and WSEBC.  AM will take a simple 
majority to pass.

EB70-22 Non-ductile systems in voluntary seismic 
improvements

AS H TCD proposal to allow use of non-ductile systems in voluntary seismic retrofits.  Recognizes that current code requirements 
don't clearly allow them, where they make sense.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

EB76-22 Higher risk category triggers tsunami 
design

D H Proposal would trigger design for tsunami loads, if the tsunami risk category increases.  TCD does not oppose the concept, 
but opposes the proposal because the language is very flawed, and could be read to trigger tsunami design provisions for 
buildings in a tsunami hazard zone being changed to a Tsunami Risk Category II (tsunami design only applies to Tsunami Risk 
Category III and IV buildings).  See the Committee Reason statement for more details.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to 
pass.

EB94-22 New occupiable roof on an existing 
building (change of occupancy)

D H Proposal would call adding an occupiable roof a change of occupancy, which then means the occupiable roof must meet 
new code. TCD opposes because it would conflict with EB46-22, which calls it an addition.  AM will take a simple majority 
vote to pass.

EB116-22 Temporary emergency structures & 
emergency uses

AMPC M Proposal, with modifications made by the IEBC Committee, creates a new appendix for temporary emergency uses, such as 
field hospitals or emergency shelters.  The modification makes mostly editorial changes in response to comments.  TCD 
supports because the optional appendix will give guidance to building officials.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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G2-22 Life safety components upgrades for 
higher risk category

D L Proposal would require upgrades to life safety systems, designated seismic systems, emergency power systems, or 
emergency and egress lighting systems that are shared between portions of buildings that are in different risk categories.  
TCD opposes because of potential unintended consequences. For example, "life safety systems" would include a fire door in 
a shared fire wall, which would then trigger the entire building to be designed to the higher risk category.  AMPC will take a 
2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB7-22 Existing buildings provisions in the IRC AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to adopt uniform existing building provisions in the IRC, that are also aligned with the philosphy 
of the IEBC.  In conjunction with the FEMA/ATC Seismic Code Support Committee, TCD submitted modifications at the PCH 
to update Appendix AJ as a first step in moving toward a chapter in the IRC devoted to existing building provisions.  The 
most significant updates are to use terminology that is familiar to code users (additions, alterations, repair), and add 
reasonable breaks to new construction code provisions.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB24-22 Stair, ramp, and door landings D M Proposal adds definitions for landings--one for landings at stairs and ramps, another for landings at doors.  Similar to RB25-
22.  TCD opposes because the definitions are unnecessary. AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB25-22 Stair, ramp, and door landings D M Proposal adds a definitions for landings.  Similar to RB24-22.  TCD opposes because the definition is unnecessary.  AS will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB36-22 Wind limitations reformat D H Proposal reformats wind load limitations and engineered wind design triggers in the IRC, and adds more exceptions for 
seismic design, exterior wall coverings, and decks.  TCD opposes because the new format and the new exceptions are 
confusing, and could lead to broader exemptions from wind design than intended. Although this proposal addresses 
openings and roofing that are not addressed currently, the language of the proposal leaves the door open for designers to 
not comply with other provisions of the code that would address lateral/shear wall requirements for high wind speeds.  AS 
will take a 2/3 majority to pass.

RB44-22 Deflection criteria for handrails and 
guards

AS L Proposal excludes handrails and guards from deflection criteria.  TCD supports because we agree the deflection criteria in 
the code are related to loads other than handrails and guards--usually gravity loads--and that strength-related criteria are 
most important.  AS will take a simple majority vote to pass.

RB48-22 Protection of townhouse units at 
reentrant corners, etc.

AMPC H Proposal, with modifications made at the PCH, specifies fire separation distances are to be measured to lot lines between 
townhouses, where the lot lines exist.  If there are no lot lines, fire separation distances are measured to imaginary lot lines.  
TCD testified in support at the PCH, because this will provide a necessary code path to require protection to prevent spread 
of fires between townhouse units.  It is also consistent with past attempts by TCD and individual WA jurisdictions to address 
the similar issue in the IBC.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB61-22 Two-family dwellings separations AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to reformat the section on two-family dwelling (duplex) unit separations. The modification 
approved at the PCH addresses continuity of the separation. RB63-22 is a competing proposal, but TCD prefers RB61 over 
RB63.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB62-22 Two-family dwelling unit fire separation 
continuity

D L Proposal tries to address continuity of separations between duplex units.  TCD opposes because the issue was taken care of 
in the modification to RB61-22.  AS will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.
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RB63-22 Two-family dwellings separations (incl. 
stacked duplexes)

D H Proposal adds requirements for fire rated separations between duplex units.  TCD opposes because: 1) it competes with 
TCD's proposal, RB61-22.  2) It adds a requirement for a rated separation between unsprinklered, vertically stacked duplex 
units with interconnected smoke alarms.  TCD does not believe the requirement has been demonstrated to be necessary, 
and interconnected smoke alarms between separate units are a potential problem for false alarms.  AMPC will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

RB64-22 Separations between dwelling units and 
common use areas in two-family 
dwellings

AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to require separations between shared/common accessory space (for example, a shared 
laundry facility) and duplex units.  The separations are based on requirements for garages.  TCD submitted one of the 
modifications approved at the PCH, to clarify the proposal.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB150-22 Elevated PV structures AMPC H Proposal adds definitions for elevated PV support structures and aligns the IRC with requirements for elevated PV placed 
into the IBC in last year's Group A.  TCD submitted the modification approved at the PCH to clarify that for story and fire 
separation distance purposes, elevated PV will be treated as a roof.  It is important to recognize that if elevated PV is placed 
on top of a building, it creates a story--if it is placed near a property line, fire separation distances need to be dealt with.  
AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB153-22 Sleeping lofts AMPC H TCD submitted this proposal to introduce "sleeping lofts" into the IRC.  The requirements are aligned with the sleeping loft 
appendix approved for the IBC in last year's Group A cycle.  TCD submitted the modifications approved at the PCH to clarify 
the proposal, and add a requirement for an emergency escape and rescue opening to be located in the room to which the 
sleeping loft opens.  This proposal is a step in the direction of the "loft" provisions in the 2021 WSBC and WSRC.  AMPC will 
take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB162-22 Structural provisions for alterations AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates structural provisions for alterations in Appendix AJ 
of the IRC.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic 
Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB163-22 Structural provisions for additions AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates structural provisions for additions in Appendix AJ of 
the IRC.  It differentiates between horizontal and vertical additions.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, 
in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address 
structural provisions. AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB206-22 Bracing for URM parapets AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds a requirement to address URM parapets in Appendix AJ of 
the IRC. TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration with FEMA/ATC's Seismic 
Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  It also aligns with TCD's and WABO's 
philosophy of improving safety of URM buildings. AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

RB297-22 General structural provisions for existing 
buildings

AMPC H This proposal, with the modification approved at the PCH, adds/updates the general structural provisions for existing 
buildings in Appendix AJ of the IRC.  TCD supports this because it aligns with TCD's RB7-22, in which through collaboration 
with FEMA/ATC's Seismic Code Support Committee, we deliberately did not address structural provisions.  AMPC will take a 
2/3 majority vote to pass.

S74-22 Risk Category RC IV for l-2 occupancies D H Proposal would place all buildings with I-2 occupancies a Risk Category IV.  TCD opposes because this would include small I-
2, Condition 1 occupanices (nursing and medical care, such as nursing homes & foster care facilities) that are currently RC II, 
and other I-2 occupancies that are currently RC III.  AS will take a simple majority to pass.
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S81-22 Risk category for PV panel systems & 
elevated PV support structures

AMPC H Proposal defines risk categories for PV systems.  Most PV systems will be Risk Category II, but many could qualify as RC I.  
TCD supported the modifications made at the PCH, which clarified that PV panels serving only R-3 buildings qualify as RC I, 
and specified that elevated PV panels above emergency vehicle parking must be designed for RC IV.  AMPC will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

S116-22 Loads on temporary structures AMPC H Proposal defines loading and procedures for temporary buildings, particularly "public-occupancy temporary structures," 
allowing them to remain for up to 12 months (presumably, renewable).  TCD submitted the modifications which clarified 
many of the provisions in the original proposal, most importantly, putting the responsibility for ongoing (post-CofO) 
maintenance inspections and reports on a "qualified person," rather than the building official. Other modifications made for 
clarity.  AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

S137-22 Statement of special inspections for 
deferred submittals

AMPC M Proposal adds an item to require any required special inspections for deferred submittals to be identified on the statement 
of special inpsections.  TCD supports as a reasonable requirement, since deferred submittals can require additional special 
inspections.  Egress stairs  and exterior cladding  sytems are example defered submittals  which could require special 
inspections for erection and fastening.  These are sometimes missed because they are not part of the primary structure.  
AMPC will take a 2/3 majority vote to pass.

S212-22 AWC Fire Design Specification for mass 
timber connection protection (Type IV-
A, -B, -C)

AS H Proposal refers to new AWC Fire Design Specification for design of protection of Type IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C mass timber 
connections.  TCD supports because it replaces a previous "less-official" technical report (AWC TR-10).  AS will take a 2/3 
majority vote to pass.

S224-22 Cutting/notching/boring in wood 
members

AS M Consolidates cutting/notching/boring provisions for wood members into IBC 2308 (conventional construction) and points 
other codes to it, rather than reproducing them in each code.  TCD supports because it will make future maintenance easier 
(only update one place), and doesn't allow the other codes (IPC, IMC, IFGC) to change the provisions.  AS will take a simple 
majority to pass.

S227-22 Hurricane clip design load AM L Proposal updates loads and tables used to determine roof uplift connectors ("hurricane clips").  TCD supports because it 
updates the terminology to correspond with other parts of the code.  The current roof to wall connection wind uplift load 
table is based on allowable stress design using ASCE7-10, which is outdated. Proposal updates the load table to strength 
based design with ASCE 7.  AM will take a simple majority vote to pass.
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